Viper 5901 wiring diagram

With basic questions like this I would highly suggest you consult a local professional installer.
You can hook this wire up in a variety of creative ways to allow the vehicle to start. Most of the
time this wire is not used. I'm not sure what a "light flash isolation" wire is, but if is ithe
standard white parking light output it is nice to hook it up to the vehicles parking lights for
visual confirmation of the system status lock, unlock, remote started. The door locks are going
to be a bit tricky IF you want to keep the priority system. You will need to five wire each actuator
seperately - the drivers door will be on one relay and the passenger doors will be on a second
relay. You can keep the lock side of all actuators tied together. You will control each seperate
relay with the correct wire from the alarm. The blue status wire needs to go to the bypass - I
don't think it will need to go the keysense wire. Most of these questions are extremely basic - if
you don't have a full understand of their function and operation you are in for quite the
challange. I've always used two relays to power the two starters - they are seperate from the
factory for a reason. I'm not sure about the light flash isolation wire. Maybe someone else can
chime in and detail its function. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay
Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced
Search. Back to Top. I have installed several remote starters before, but none as complicated as
the I think my confusion is stemming from the wording of the different wires implemented on
the unit. Here is my current wiring diagram for the heavy gauge wires:. Your Pathfinder will not
utilize this type of wiring. Is very handy on the vehicles that require a relay and resistor though.
No need for additional relays. Since the battery had been disconnected for such a long time, the
ECM just forgot the data and the dealer had to force the ECM to relearn it. Printable version.
Search the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use
of this information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information.
You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot
delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls
in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual.
Responder LC Model This product is intended for installation by a professional. Attempts to
install this product by a person other than a. State-of-the-art remote start and security system
69 pages. Page 4 Menu 1 - Security Page 5: Warning! Safety First Warning! Page 6 After the
remote start module has been installed, test the remote start module in accordance with the
Safety Check outlined in this installation guide. If the vehicle starts when performing the Neutral
Safety Shutdown Circuit test, the remote start unit has not been properly installed. The remote
start module must be removed or properly reinstalled so that the vehicle does not start in gear.
The advantage to using a D2D interface is that there is less wiring involved in the installation.
Check the XK module installation guide to determine which wires are not needed, and which
options are available. Note: In many vehicles, fastening the main unit the brain to a steering
column or screwing it to metal will result in poor sensitivity, especially at the rear of the vehicle.
Page Component Locations And Finding Wires Component locations and finding wires For
detailed information on where to locate components, and how to find the Making your wiring
connections Before making your connections, plan how your wires are to be routed through the
vehicle. If connecting these wires directly to the vehicle you must place a 1-amp diode in line to
prevent feedback from the vehicle. It is used when- ever light switch isolation on the vehicle is
necessary. If the vehicle has a mul- tiplex circuit that needs the light switch isolated, you can
remove the onboard light flash fuse and replace it with the specified resistor paying attention to
the polarity selection. See Setting the light flash polarity section of this guide. Page 20 Warning!
Never use this wire to drive anything but a relay or a low-current input! This transistorized output can only supply mA. Connecting directly to a solenoid, motor, or other high-current device
will cause the module to fail. Refer to System Features Menu 1, Feature 10, for more
information. If this unit is being installed in a manual transmission vehicle then connect it to the
emergency brake wire. See the Feature Descriptions, Menu 3, feature 11 for details about
programming this output. It can be used to activate a bypass module or power the key sense
wire in most vehicles to disarm the factory alarm without unlocking. Note: Check vehicle
information to verify if a bypass module is needed or if the key sense wire is needed. Page
Neutral Safety Switch Interface Neutral safety switch interface Some vehicles do not have an
electrical neutral safety switch. Instead, the ve- hicle has a mechanical neutral safety switch that
physically interrupts the starter wire and is used when the vehicle is in any drive gear. If the
remote start is interfaced before this switch, it will provide protection from starting in gear. Page
Tachometer Settings Alarm trigger inputs shorter than 0. DATE To learn the tach signal: 1. Start
the vehicle with the key. Jumpers Jumper settings when using an onboard DD module Jumper
settings when using Page 33 At this point you can either re-adjust the sensor or press to save
and exit the programming. The Impact Sensor Adjustment Mode exits if there is no activity from
the remote after 30 seconds. The system can store up to 4 different remote control codes in

memory. The remote uses a Supercode Protocol and requires setup before programming the
system. Page 35 After entering the setup mode on the remotes, use the following learn routine
to add remote controls to the system. Page 36 Step Function Delete remotes: This feature
erases all remotes from the memory of the security system. Note: This does not reset the
programmed features of the security system or reset the Virtual Tach setting. Note: The
one-way remote only has a transmit LED and does not report any confirmations or vehicle
requests.. The remote control buttons that operate the features of the security and remote start
system are described below. Open a door. Turn the ignition on, then off. The heavy gauge PINK
wire must be connected. Select a Menu. Page 40 Note: Some features have more than two
possible settings. Pressing toggles through the two-chirp and higher settings. Page Feature
Menus Feature menus The default settings are indicated in bold type. Page 46 Comfort Closure
Off 1 : The system can be programmed to close the win- dows when the system is locked. If
programmed ON, the lock output provides a 20 second pulse when the system is locked. The
output is cancelled if the unlock button is pressed. When going through this procedure the
siren chirps once indicating that One Time Bypass has been activated. Page 48 tional dome
light supervision feature must be installed as described in the Wire Connection Guide. Ignition
controlled dome light Off 2. In the default setting the factory alarm disarm output disarms the
factory alarm system any time the button controlling the trunk release output is pressed. The
unit is set to the default validity output. To change the configuration use the two-chirp setting to
toggle through the different configurations. Page 50 age. If programmed OFF 3 the vehicle
cranks for the programmed crank time feature and does not verify with tach or voltage that the
car is running. In the OFF setting, if the vehicle fails to start, the ignition can stay on for the
entire run duration. The system may be shut down using a shutdown at any time. Page 52
module are added to the unit, it may be necessary to use the two-chirp setting to program this
feature OFF. These features and the adjustments that may be programmed are de- scribed in the
table below. Page 54 Feature Default Optional settings setting Smart start low battery DATE The
system stores the last two full triggers in memory. These are not erasable. Each time the unit
sees a full trigger, the older of the two triggers in memory is replaced by the new trigger. It is
also helpful in deciding which input to use when connecting optional sensors and switches.
Zone no. Page Remote Start Safety Check Remote start safety check Before vehicle reassembly,
the remote system must be checked to ensure safe and trouble-free operation. The following
test procedure must be used to verify proper installation and operation of the system. The
installation must be com- pleted before testing, including connection to the brake switch and
hood switch. If so, you hear 5 chirps when disarming. Page Remote Start section of this guide.
Is it plugged in? Is the LED plugged into the correct socket? Recheck wire connections to see if
you have reversed these. Does the vehicle have an immobilizer? Is the remote start
programmed for virtual tach or voltage sense? If so, the crank time may not be set high enough.
Voltage sense does not work on some vehicles. This manual is also suitable for: Responder lc
Print page 1 Print document 64 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Owner's
Manual. Responder LE Models. This product is intended for installation by a professional.
Attempts to install this product by a per-. Directed electronics automobile alarm user manual 41
pages. Directed electronics vehicle security system owner's guide 9 pages. Directed electronics
keyless entry system owner's guide hv 19 pages. Directed electronics combination remote start
alarm system owner's manual xv 52 pages. Thatcham evaluated touch-key immobiliser system
12 pages. Directed electronics owner's guide vehicle security system t 28 pages. Summary of
Contents for Directed Electronics Viper Page 1: Installation Guide This product is intended for
installation by a professional installer only! Page 4: Warning! Safety First This testing should be
performed by an authorized Directed Electronics dealer in accordance with the Safety Check
outlined in this product installation guide. All rights reserved. Page 7: Door Lock, 3-Pin
Connector To exit the shock sensor adjustment mode from the 1 way remote control: Press and
release the button any time during programming to go back to the main menu. Press and hold
for 1. For an alternative shut-down method directechs. Do not return the vehicle to the customer
until this feature is properly installed! Page Remote Pairing The vehicle siren will chirp. You
have now successfully learned the remote to the vehicle remote start and security system.
Press the button two times to exit learn routine on the remote. The transmit LED will turn off and
exit tone will sound. Page Menu 2 - Convenience On: the dome light output will acti
2008 chevy malibu black
formula firebird
toyota auris automatic gearbox problems
vate when the ignition is turned off Off: the dome light output will not activate when the ignition

is turned off 6. Page 15 Aux 4 Linking Refer to Aux 1 Linking descriptions Options: 1 to 60 min.
Page Basic Remote Functions 1 minute or until the ignition is turned off. Refer to table of zones.
Note: The Warn Away triggers are not stored to memory and is not reported. Page Table Of
Zones Reducing the sensitivity can solve this problem. Door locks operate backwards. Recheck
wire connections to see if you have re- versed these. Page Troubleshooting: Remote Start Is an
ignition or accessory output wire connected to the starter wire of the vehicle? Page 23 The
E-brake wire connected to the neutral safety input of the system has a poor ground. Clean the
contacts on the switch or replace the switch. This manual is also suitable for: Clifford 3. Print
page 1 Print document 23 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

